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1. General information
1.1 These general terms and conditions (abbreviated to GTCs), are the integral
element of all the further agreements concluded with clients, unless the separate
regulation is made in writing. Our counterparty agrees that if they accept the general
terms and conditions, it will take precedence before other regulations also the ones
resulting from the regulations of ordinary law.
1.2. All offers are not binding. The agreement is considered by us as concluded at the
moment of delivering written confirmation of an order. In the case of a sale of goods
without the confirmation, the invoice is a proof of concluding the sale and purchase
agreement.
1.3. The following conditions are in force in the scope of selling goods and services.
1.4. The general terms and conditions shall not apply to the sale of goods and services,
to which a natural person not running a business is a party (consumer).

2. Supply, delay
2.1. The supply is executed at the client's cost and risk, unless it is stated differently
in writing.
2.2. In the event of lack of different arrangements the date of shipment shall be
considered at least from:
a) date of the confirmation of an order;
b) date of fulfillment of all the preliminary conditions by the client;
c) date on which we will receive an advance that should be paid before the execution
of supply and/or which the letter of credit provided for supply will be opened.
2.3. The seller reserves the right to perform fractionate and preliminary supply.
2.4. The buyer undertake each time to accept slight delays of supply and agrees
that in such an event the right to compensation or the right to termination of the
agreement shall not apply. Force majeure and other unpredicted events over which
the seller has no control, (strikes, communications difficulties, power loss, traffic
accidents, delays from the suppliers etc.) cause relevant lengthening of the time of
the supply; if the supply cannot be completed, the Buyer's obligation to complete
the supply expires.
2.5. In the event of the delay of the supply caused by the Seller, the Buyer can
either demand the supply or terminate the agreement, setting in advance additional
realistic supply deadline.
2.6. If the additional deadline defined in the article 2.5 will not be meet due to Seller's
fault, the buyer can withdraw from the agreement in writing in respect to all the
undelivered goods. The buyer has the right to return already settled payments for the
undelivered goods. Claims exceeding the paid-up amount for the undelivered goods
are excluded. The Buyer is obliged to return to the Seller the goods already delivered
and unsuitable goods. In every case, the Buyer is obliged to act in a way which
minimizes the damages.
2.7. If the Buyer will not collect the goods according to the agreement at the location
and time stated in the agreement and it is not the fault of the Seller. The Seller may
demand performance of the agreement or may withdraw for the agreement, after
previously setting additional deadline for the collection of goods.
3. Prices
3.1 All prices should be considered as loco factory/warehouse of the Seller without
packing and loading. If the supply with a delivery of goods to the Buyer is agreed,
the prices do not include unloading and other additional activities.
3.2. In the event of concluding the agreement with unregulated prices, the sale price
should be charged, valid at the day of the supply.

4. Terms and Conditions of Payment (chargeability, prohibition on making
deductions, delay)
4.1 Payments should be made according to the agreed payment conditions. The
buyer undertakes to make a payment for the goods in the amount, deadline and
manner settled on the invoice. In the event of payment by bank transfer the
date on which the Seller's account is credited shall be considered as the date of
payment.
4.2. The Seller is unambiguously entitled to making fractional settlements if the
payments are made in fractions.
4.3. The Buyer is not entitled to the right of withhold payment from the guarantee
claims, complaints or whatever other reason. The deduction of the buyer's receivables
with the Seller's receivables, regardless of their type, is always excluded.
4.4. If the Buyer will be delayed with the payment or with other receivable, the Seller
can either demand the fulfillment of the contract and postpone the deadline of
proceeding the mutual liabilities until the whole due amount is paid or other receivables
and/or immediately require the entire sale amount (also in regard to any fractional
supplies not yet executed) or to declare withdrawal from the agreement with setting
a additional deadline for the fulfillment of the outstanding liabilities. In the event when
the delay in payment is caused by the buyer, the seller is entitled to demand in each
case, from the date of original payment, interest for a delay of 13% per annum and
reimbursement of all court and/or out-of-court costs which are/were necessary to
make a payment from the buyer (in particular all reminder and collection fees and
costs of legal representation). Unambiguously the Buyer restricts the right to seek for
higher compensation for delay.
4.5 If the additional deadline stated in the point 4.4. shall expire, the seller can
withdraw from the agreement by submitting a proper declaration in writing. On the
Seller's demand, the buyer is entitled to immediately return the goods which have
been already delivered and to pay a compensation to the Seller for the decreasing the
value of the goods and to return all the reasonable expenses, which has been created
on the seller's part due to unpaid performance or unpaid payment. In regard to
undelivered goods, the seller still has the right to deploy finished or processed

elements ( for products) to the buyer and to claim the proportionate fraction of the
sale price.

5. Retention of title
5.1 Until all the financial liabilities are not completed by the buyer the goods will
remain the ownership of the seller. In the event of pledge, seizure or any other breach
of the ownership rights, the buyer is obliged to undertake activities aimed at
protecting the seller's right and to immediate inform about possible treats.
5.2. All fees on legal actions and the expenses arising in respect to proceeding the
seller's claims are born by the buyer. In the event when these expenses are covered
by the seller, the buyer undertakes to return them.
5.3. The ownership right entitled to the seller shall also be in force during processing
or treatment of goods (products) subject to the ownership rights.

6. Guarantee and liability
6.1. The seller guarantees that the buyer will receive the products meeting agreed
quality. The liability for maintaining specific qualities shall be valid only if stated
separately in writing. In respect to deviations conditioned by the production or
material matters the guarantee and warranty shall not apply. Complaints can concern
only entire supplies delivered by the seller. The indispensable condition for processing
any buyer's complaint on the quality is to leave entire supplies according to the
specification for the seller's disposal and inspection.
6.2 The buyer restricts the law to fulfill the guarantee liability - according to his own
choice - by the repair, replacement of the goods or lowering the price. Any
acceptance of the complaint can only be made after the previous inspection of the
goods and acceptance of the defect by the seller in writing.
6.3 It is the buyer's responsibility to prove that the defect has occurred at the
moment of delivery of goods.
6.4 The buyer is obliged to submit in writing all defects, with listing its scope and
range. Such a notice should be made during the goods collection. In the case of
packed goods the 3 days term from the date of delivery for submitting complaints
is established. In the event of occurring defects which were not visible at the moment
of delivery, the complaint should be submit immediately no later than within 3 days
since the noticing the defects. No later than within 14 days from the moment of
collection of the goods, the buyer is obliged to notify the seller about all the
objections towards defect of goods. The seller has the right not to approve objections
and complaint submitted after the deadline. Any buyer's right resulting from the
guarantee and warranty shall expire in the event of intense use or other technical
activities.
6.5 Despite acknowledging the defects and submitting complaint during delivery the
buyer is obliged to collect the goods and properly unload it and warehouse it.
6.6 If the complaint will not be submitted or the submission will be made after the
deadline, the goods shall be considered as collected and delivered at the agreed
quantity and quality. Entitlements arising from guarantee and warranty and/or the
right to compensation and also the right to evade the legal consequences of a
declaration of will submitted as a result of a mistake are excluded in such a case.
6.7 The costs of removal of the defects by the buyer, particularly the costs arising
from the purchase of goods caused by the rejection of defected goods, the seller will
return only when it was previously agreed by both parties in writing.
6.8 For the goods which the seller purchase from his own suppliers the liability is
borne only within the limits of warranty claims against suppliers.
6.9 The parties exclude the application of Article 556-581 of the Polish Civil Code in
the scope in which these general terms and conditions (GTCs) regulate mutual
relations differently.
6.10. All warranty claims must be settled at the seller's registered office.
6.11. The regulations of GTCs and of the Polish Civil Code in the scope of guarantee
and warranty shall not apply to the goods purchased by the buyer as a part of sale
campaign (after season sale) run by the seller, in which the goods are sold at the
lower price than the catalog one. Purchasing the goods at the lower price is indicated
on the invoice

7. Transfer of rights of the agreement
7.1 All rights and obligations resulting from the agreement are transferred to the
legal successor of the seller, what does not require a separate agreement between
the parties, to which the buyer agrees.

8. Territorial jurisdiction of the court, applied law, location of fulfillment
8.1. The appropriate court for resolving any disagreement arising directly or
indirectly from the agreement is the court proper for the city of Poznan or
territorially competent for the registered office of the seller. The seller is entitled to
filling a claim in the competent court for the registered office of the buyer.
8.2. Only the Polish law shall applied with the exclusion of United Nations Convention
on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods.
8.3. The location of the fulfillment of the obligation in regard to delivery and payment
is the seller's registered office, also in the event when the delivery of goods/service
is taking place according to the agreement in a different location.

9. Remaining issues
9.1 If individual regulation of these sales terms will become invalid (especially under
the Consumer Protection Act), it does not influence the validity of other regulations.

10. Data processing
10.1 According to the RODO regulation we inform that the personal data of the buyer
(name, surname, address, email, phone number, fax) are indispensable for the
processing of the transaction - an order, invoicing and they will be processed for
these purposes as well as for the credit rating, pursuing claims related to the contract
and for the customer service and offering purposes, and the data will be forwarded
to the relevant service providers (rating agencies, vindication agencies, layer etc.),
We keep the data until the expiration of the statutory period for storing and limitation
of the data. The buyer has the right to obtain information, correct the information,
delete the information, limit the processing of the data, the right to object or to
transfer the data and the right to file a complaint to the regulatory body.

